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“Freedom is not Free!” 

I have heard this saying many times throughout my life, 

most frequently while serving in the military. In this fast-paced 

world, we take much for granted and do not take the time to reflect 

on just what we have been given. As we approach the day of the 

birth of this great nation and celebrate her throwing off the bonds of 

oppression, will you take time to reflect on the cost that was paid to 

earn that freedom some two hundred and forty-two years ago? 

 I apologize if this sounds as though I am preaching, but this 

is question I ask myself as I write this. 

I know as Sir Knights you understand the great sacrifice 

made at Calvary and that similar courage which our Founding 

Fathers had when facing up to the most powerful kingdom of the 

time. We, as brothers and Sir Knights, have all sworn to defend our 

faith and our homeland many times throughout our advancement in 

masonry. Would any of us do those things they did in 1776 that 

took a courage that was firmly rooted in their Christian faith? I 

don’t know if we can honestly answer unless we were faced with a 

tyrannical monarchy. 

Many sources tell that somewhere on the order of nearly 

half of the signers of the Declaration of Independence had received 

education through Christian seminaries and served their local 

churches. Their trust in God was well established. This was not to 

say they had no moments of doubt, as is human nature, yet they 

over came it through their faith. We see this in many of their words 

which they expressed. 

John Adams succinctly stated what he felt on that day in 

which they signed the Declaration, what it represented at that time 

and for time immemorial. 

 

 

"The second day of July, 1776, will be the 

most memorable epoch in the history of 

America. I am apt to believe that it will be 

celebrated by succeeding generations as the 

great anniversary Festival. It ought to be 

commemorated, as the Day of Deliverance, 

by solemn acts of devotion to God Almighty. 

It ought to be solemnized with pomp and 

parade, with shows, games, sports, guns, 

bells, bonfires and illuminations, from one 

end of this continent to the other, from this 

time forward forever." 

--Adams wrote this in a letter to his wife, Abigail, on July 3, 1776. 

 For most masonic organizations, July is a period in which 

they go dark and our thoughts will drift to more mundane activities 

of summer. Take time this fourth of July to pause and reflect on this 

great nation in which we live, can practice our faith freely, and can 

stand proud as Sir Knights of this Valiant and Magnanimous order. 

Have faith in our creator and the redemption given us on the cross, 

knowing that for today, Freedom rings from coast to coast in these 

United States of America. 

“For so is the will of God, that with well 

doing ye may put to silence the ignorance of 

foolish men: As free, and not using your liberty for 

a cloke of maliciousness, but as the servants of 

God. (11 Peter 2:15-16, KJV)” 

 May you be well and look fondly upon Christ’s love for us. 
     

IHS, 

 SK Patrick J. O’Sullivan, GCG – Editor 
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